
PlanStudio®

Agile creation and modification of floorplans with spatial accuracy 
and data entry and tracking on any asset within a building.



PlanStudio®

$800 / Year

Price is per annum and per school

What is PlanStudio?
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Key Features

Who is it for?

What do they need?

Why is it needed?

What are the benefits?

How is it different?

What is it?

Building owners or their representatives that provide ongoing services to occupants and their  
tenancies.

PlanStudio is an information powerhouse that modernises conventional drafting by merging indoor  
mapping software with safety information and asset tracking.

PlanStudio allows agile creation and modification of floorplans with spatial accuracy and tracking 
on any asset within a building.

Unlike traditional CAD-based drafting applications, PlanStudio allows users to have control over  
building data and streamline the entire drafting process saving time and money.

Automate orientation of evacuation diagrams according to the occupants view.

Identify the location of “you are here” points with one touch, have every single plan published and 
printed effortlessly.

Use PlanStudio to collect site specific details. Capture and store asset data like fire panel location, exit 
paths and equipment photos in their real world location on your floorplan.

Overlay your existing plan on a satellite layer and instantly scale with precise accuracy.

No existing plan? Use your iPad's LiDAR capability to visually scan the internals of your building. Drag 
and drop your scan onto a satellite layer to create a spatially accurate plan.

Make one site visit and get the job done. PlanStudio guides you in collecting the information required to 
create your site’s floor plans.

Who require indoor mapping with control over internal assets and occupant safety.

For exacting location information, evacuation diagrams, safety documentation and compliance records.

find out more: locatrix.com/planstudio


